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You might have thought summer would be a down time for Wider
Horizons, but that is most definitely not the case! From a summer
4th of July party at Liz Ohlson’s to a tour of Georgetown gardens,
Happy Hours at local restaurants, and planning for fall Salons (as a
potential new member recruitment tool)—we are busy at so many
things.
Helping each other is a big part of what we do. Seven members got
support from multiple members on at least 13 different occasions in
June alone! Several people both gave and received support: the
usual rides to appointments or the grocery store; friendly visiting;
help with yards, gardens, deck pots; home repair; referrals to
vendors, and more. In addition, members routinely contact each
other with requests for help and not all these contacts are even formally recorded. How
very village-y!
Over-arching planning by our energetic Futures Task Force has produced a list of 18
Leadership and Social Affinity Groups that engage more than half of our members in
leadership, planning, and action roles. Soon, each group will be contacted by a member
of the Task Force who will serve as the liaison to the Board of Directors.
All but a tiny handful of members are engaged and feel connected to Wider Horizons.
And I suspect that even those who are not actively engaged enjoy reading the
newsletter and Monday Memo. Even several people who didn’t renew this year or last
are still involved as volunteers! And our community engagement roster would not be
complete without acknowledging the handful of other stalwart volunteers who provide
high quality, much-appreciated tech support, minor home repairs, garden help, and
other kinds of home assistance.
We are truly fortunate to belong to such a terrific village! I feel proud of what we are
accomplishing together—and I experience joy nearly every day as a member and your
Executive Director.

Save the Date and Invite Your Friends!
Dr. Atul Gawande, author of Being Mortal
"The Value of Community and Choice As We Grow Older"
A free webinar sponsored nationally by the Village to Village Network
and locally by the King County Library System and Seattle Public Library
Monday, September 25, 2017 2:00-4:00 pm
Seattle Public Library -- Douglass Truth Branch
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Neighbor to Neighbor:
Wider Horizons Works!
Ginny NiCarthy

but as I approached ninety, solutions to
such problems often eluded me. So, there
I sat, staring at those two big, bulky
things, wondering where I might find
someone willing and able to do such a
small, but important, task.

Eventually, a light went on in my brain. It
dawned on me that Wider Horizons was
Creeping Jenny has unveiled herself, and is designed specifically to help us old people
showing off her butter-yellow carpet
deal with all sorts of tasks. My mattress
throughout my garden. There’s a backstory problem might be just the sort of thing the
here. I recently joined Wider Horizons, an organizers had in mind. So I called them,
organization that fosters cooperation
described my problem and lo! Within half
among
an hour, a Wider Horizon member arrived
elders who and quickly accomplished the mattress
offer and
transfers.
receive help
with sundry Many months later I developed an illness
that wasn’t serious, but I was in pain. I
tasks. I’m
knew I could find relief if I could get to a
mighty
lucky to still pharmacy, but I had no transportation.
be in hardy This time, Wider Horizons volunteers made
a quick stop at a pharmacy and a delivery
condition,
to my doorstep. That brought me relief
so I
imagined I from the pain; as importantly, it offered a
welcome sense of neighboring.
would be
more of a
I’ve now developed a balance problem,
helper than one in need of assistance.
which limits my ability to do various
activities, including pulling weeds.
But before long, I was surprised to find
Succumbing to neglect, my garden had
myself short on muscle to move
mattresses. As the company had promised, threatened to turn into a virtual forest. But
my new outsized mattress was delivered to a team of Wider Horizon folks came to my
rescue and inspired me to get busy myself.
my door. But that convenience had not
included anyone with the strength to
Black berries have been vanquished.
remove the old one and replace it with the Creeping Jenny continues at her job of
new. Time was that I might have found a
brightening my walkways. Our team of
way to maneuver mattresses into place,
gardeners has transformed my incipient
forest into a flourishing garden.
I’m eager to see how the project continues
to unfold, and to welcome the next
neighborly adventure.
Denise Klein, Executive Director
206 650-3568
denise@widerhorizons village.org
Michael Kischner, Newsletter Editor
206 329-7730

Wider Horizons member Ginny NiCarthy is the
author of Seeing for Myself: A Political
Traveler's Memoir, as well as Getting Free and
other books for women abused by intimate
partners.
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What We Do in Wider Horizons
We build warm and lasting friendships, forming connections with each other by
socializing and giving and receiving neighborly services.
We do the things that close-knit families and friends do together – dinners, social
events, rides to the doctor or the airport when needed, light home repairs, help with
gardening and computer issues, and the like. We have fun together; we take care of
each other; we learn new things; we have adventures; we feel engaged and worthy.
From Wider Horizons’ "Elevator Speech" (full text on www.widerhorizons village.org)

Pod 7 members enjoy ice-cream (and toppings!) in
Volunteer Andrea Yount changes a
Bob and Julie Anderson’s back yard. L to R, seated: Eleanor
high-up battery for Sue Lerner
Dills, Shanta Sabersky, Kathleen O'Connor, David Merz, Donna
and Kay Beisse.
Sunkel, Denise Lishner, Barb Klube, Helen Jones, Beret Kischner.
Standing: Scott Dills, Julie and Bob, Denise Klein Photo by Michael
Kischner

Haidi Sternberg gets a ride
from Michael Kischner

Sue Lerner and Eleanor Dills at lunch in the International
District during the June 1 Japanese Internment Day outing.
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Bonding in Shame
and Sadness

Finally, we met at the Panama Hotel (site
of the well-known local novel, The Hotel at
the Corner of Bitter and Sweet by Jamie
Ford) and learned much more about the
internment experience from Mary Matsuda
Denise Klein
Gruenewald. Mary, a friend of member Pat
Lewis, is a retired nurse and author
of Looking Like the Enemy: My Story of
Fourteen Wider
Horizons members Imprisonment in Japanese-American Internment Camps. You can watch interviews
participated in a
multi-part field trip withMary: http://www.vashonhistory.com/
(organized by Pod videos/gruenewald/
gruenewald_interview.html
5, especially Joan
Bergman) to the
International District on Thursday,
June 1 to commemorate the Japanese Internment
that occurred 75
years ago and resulted in 120,000 Japanese American citizens and residents, including a number from the Seattle area,
being imprisoned in concentration camps.

The experience was a bonding one as together we experienced the shame and sadness of that time in our history and shared
both tears and joy in each other’s presence
and support.

Pat Davis and Mary
Matsuda Gruenwald.

First we visited the Here is a comment by two of the participants:
Wing Luke Museum’s exhibits—
Kay and I send our gratitude for the
especially those foskillful planning and truly inspiring
cused on the internday we spent together yesterment and the long
day. Mary is such a treasure. We
history of racism in
have much to consider after what
the U.S., including
we’ve experienced. The day was so
the oppression of
worthwhile. It makes me think how
many Asian Pacific
much we enjoy you all and learn
people. The exhibits
from you. Perhaps we will have othwere rich with poeter such adventures together in the
ry and art from lofuture.
cal artists who were interned.
Then we had a delicious lunch at KanameIzakaya Restaurant, 610 S. Jackson Street.
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Member Profile:
Bruce Conrad Davis

possess."

Bruce has written on a broad range of subjects beyond education. An interview with
Wilson Riles, the first African American
Michael Kischner
state superintendent for schools in California, led to a number of articles for African
Bruce Conrad Davis is a writer and an eduAmerican magazines such as Sepia, Escator. It’s hard to say in what order.
sence, and Players. Players, he writes,
"was a Playboy knockoff. I may be the onBorn in Baltimore, Bruce traveled to South
ly elementary school principal who has
Dakota to live with his grandparents on a
written for a black girlie magazine. The
cattle ranch. He attended Black Hill State
story was about a cowboy calf roper."
University because it was close
to the ranch and also to his
Bruce's other subjects have included Greg
grandfather's Buick. Here he
Morris of "Mission Impossible" and the
earned a Bachelor of Science in
great Alex Haley. With Buddy Epson of
Elementary Education.
"Beverly Hillbillies" fame Bruce wrote a
one-hour TV show about Dada, the 20th
Bruce says, "I did not learn one
century European art movement. He has
thing in college that helped me
around 5,300 followers on LinkedIn.
in my work." This did not prevent him
from being highly successful in this work,
Not an organization person, in Wider Horimostly in California. He was a school
zons Bruce has found a comfortable place
teacher, principal, university lecturer on
in the Magazine Group, which he has deeducation, and the author of two books on
scribed as an "Obama fan club." That made
school administration. In 1995, he was
it a comfort zone for Bruce, who has been
named an American Hero of Education by
a faithful participant along with his wife,
Reader's Digest Inc. This award, the result
Joan Bergof a unanimous vote by four disparate eduman
cation organizations, put him in the com(pictured at
pany of such other education luminaries as
right with
Uri Treisman, John Goodlad, and Jaime EsScott Dills
calante.
and Bruce at
a Magazine
Bruce's two published books on education,
Group meetHow to Involve Parents in a Multicultural
ing). In
School (two editions) and Stacking the
time, perhaps
Deck For You: Navigating the Treacherous
Bruce will
Waters of School District Politics, are full of
join in additional activities where others
common sense presented in a clear, forthcan enjoy his lively mind and social conright style. Here, from the second book, is
sciousness.
some advice addressed to newly promoted
school principals: "You were promoted beThis profile is based in part on interview notes
cause you filled a need. Don't waste time by Michaela Ware.
congratulating yourself." "Everyone who's
working has some kind of talent. Your job
is to discover the talent or talents they
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The (Sunset) Years of Living
Dangerously:
The "ChangingAging Tour"

The first stage show at Town Hall was
called "Disrupt Dementia". Bill Thomas
introduced it, but others starred in a
program of singing and storytelling aimed
at disrupting our negative stereotypes of
dementia. Their original material was
developed in collaboration with people in
a Seattle-based organization called
Momentia, which strives to change the
experience of people with dementia.
Many members came and were clearly
thrilled to see and hear their own images
and words from the stage. (See http://
www.momentiaseattle.org/)

Ellen Z. Berg
About a dozen members of Wider
Horizons made their way to Town Hall on
May 3rd to attend Dr. Bill Thomas's
"ChangingAging Tour." The program
included two stage shows,
and three mini shows plus
info booths in the lobby.
You get a lot with Bill
Thomas!

Dr. Bill was the star of the second show:
"Life’s Most
Dangerous Game!"
He performed with
the ensemble –
singing and playing
the guitar; then he
gave his solo – a
lecture around the
theme “to live is to
choose.” Especially, he emphasized,
choose to live dangerously! He told us he
had zero musical talent, but chose at fifty
to learn the guitar and take voice lessons
so that he could carry a tune; now fiftyseven, he lives dangerously by choosing
to sing on stage, demonstrating that it is
never too late to grow: “We never run out
of chances to get things right.” In the
end, he said, your wish should be that
“those who love you best might say you
drank fully from the cup of life.”

Dr. Thomas has gone far in
life on brain power – left
brain and, equally, right
brain. He is a Harvardtrained physician who made his name in
geriatrics as the innovative director of a
nursing home in upstate NY from 199195. His reform program is called The
Eden Alternative. One of its hallmarks is
the animals, plants, and children he
introduced into the nursing home habitat;
another is the re-orientation of staff
towards promoting the autonomy and
growth of the residents. He has written
about his innovations in a
straightforward, left brain way and a
metaphorical, right brain way. (See Life
Worth Living; The Eden Alternative in
Action; and Learning from Hannah;
Secrets of a Life Worth Living.)
Scientist and storyteller, Bill Thomas has
always put himself out there,
intellectually and emotionally. Now he
tours the country advocating for a cultural
shift in how aging is seen, felt, and
evaluated.

Ellen Berg is a sociologist who is fascinated
by social innovation, so fell hard for Bill
Thomas when he first introduced the Eden
Alternative to the public. She has taught
about this reform movement (and Momentia,
too) - and now is delighted to share her
enthusiasm with her Village community.
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Socialized Medicine: What it Is
– and Isn’t
Charles Heaney
As has occurred periodically since the end
of WWII, we are being treated to yet
another serious (or not) debate over
health care “reform”, in this instance,
what should succeed Obamacare.
As they have for
decades, the fear
mongers will raise
the specter of
“socialized
medicine”. You
know the
language –
“government
run”,
“government take
-over”, “one size
fits all” and so on. The AMA first used the
socialized medicine scare tactic in the
1930’s to derail FDR’s plan to include
national health insurance in the Social
Security Act and again, in the 1960s, to
fight Medicare. And last year, it was used
to mischaracterize Bernie Sanders’
“Medicare-for-All” single payer proposal.
Ironically, in America, no one has ever
advocated socialized medicine in any
serious discussion of health reform.

Unfortunately, this phony threat has
proven to be an effective tool in diverting
the public’s attention away from what it
will take to give Americans what the
citizens of every other developed country
enjoy: guaranteed, continuous access to
medical care regardless of income or
employment status.
So what does it really mean for an
industry to be “socialized”? There is a
simple economic definition: socialism is

the public ownership and operation of the
means of production. Think police
department, fire department, public
libraries, the courts, public schools,
airports and seaports, certain public
utilities -- in general, those activities
deemed necessary for a smooth
functioning society. In all cases,
taxpayers build the buildings, hire the
employees, purchase the necessary
equipment and supplies, and establish the
operating procedures. And in all cases,
they are governed by elected officials or
their designees and, hence, accountable to
the voters rather than to CEOs and
stockholders.
Is there socialized medicine in this
country? Yes, and the VA is the most
visible example. But for most Americans,
private insurance has been the primary
source of funding for medical care.
Socialized medicine, or public ownership,
has not been the real issue; it has never
been an integral part of our health
industry. Instead, what the medical/
industrial complex fears most is an
expansion of public financing of health
care, or social insurance, exemplified by
Medicare, Medicaid or some form of
national health insurance. Such an
expansion would drastically change the
balance of power between the industry
and the public and based on the
experience of other countries, the return
on investment in terms of outcomes, cost
and access could be significant.
Charles T. Heaney, Ph.D. has spent his
career in health services research and
administration. He has worked for the WA
state legislature, physician practices,
hospitals and health insurance plans. For
nine years prior to retiring, Charles was
the Executive Director of the King County
Medical Society.
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Medicare, Medicaid, and
Evolving Republican Proposals

Medicare
Medicare trustees predict that Medicare
will be insolvent by 2029. Medicare works
well for most enrollees. It became law in
1965 when life expectancy was 65 or 70.
Today, life expectancy is about 80. Those
who reach 80 are also likely to reach 100.

Kathleen O'Connor
Insurance
Insurance is the law of large numbers.
Here are some basics: You need healthy
people to offset the costs of sick people,
many of them older. Having everyone in
one plan would lower the costs for
everyone by spreading the risk. That’s
health care insurance.

Insurance is the law of large numbers.
Medicare has many numbers, but its
beneficiaries are largely 65 and older and/
or disabled. There are no young healthy
people in Medicare to offset the costs of
older, sicker people.
If we want to keep health care affordable,
simply open Medicare for everyone.
People currently purchase private
supplemental health insurance to cover
what Medicare doesn’t. They would be free
to do the same. Medicare is a public
insurance, but contracts with private
physicians. It is a public/private
enterprise.

Poor people tend to
be less healthy, so
their costs of care
are often more than
those of the better
off. Seniors are
more expensive
simply because they
are aging. The poor
and old are on
Medicaid.
Medicaid is a major
issue in current
proposals. Nearly 2/3 of Medicaid costs
are for seniors in nursing homes. Over
64% of all people in nursing homes are on
Medicaid. They are on Medicaid because
Medicare does not cover long-term nursing
home care. Most people cannot afford long
term care, which can be $5-$7,000 a
month. Women, children represent and
single adults are only 1/3 of Medicaid
costs.
All of the current Republican proposals call
for drastic cuts in Medicaid, and the
resulting cuts would be horrific. In one
case in 2003, one state contemplated
cutting 13,000 Medicaid nursing home
beds to balance the state's budget. The
consequences of cuts in today's proposals
would be worse--not just for seniors, but
also for women, children and poor
families.

Medicare for everyone would be the most
comprehensive, most affordable, and least
disruptive way to offer affordable health
insurance for everyone. It is that simple.
Health insurance is the law of large
numbers.
One Recent Republican Proposal (July
14, 2017)
Here is a link to an excellent summary of
the proposal (now dead) by the
Republican Senate Leadership:

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/07/13/upshot/
revised-senate-bill-tries-to-win-votes-but-hasfewer-winners.html?
em_pos=small&emc=edit_up_20170714&nl=upsho
t&nl_art=0&nlid=54404043&ref=headline&te=1

© Kathleen O’Connor, July 14, 2017
Kathleen O'Connor, a 30+ year health care
advocate, continues her work by writing a blog,
The O'Connor Report (www.oconnorreport.com).
While not writing as frequently as she used to, she
offers rare insights and perspectives on issues on
policies impacting people. Upcoming blogs will
focus on Electronic Medical Records and billing.
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